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From the Chair (June 1999) 
Michelle Selinger 

I'm writing my last letter as Chair from a hotel room in Finland where I'm attending the IFIP working groups 

3.1 and 3.5 (primary and secondary education) conference, ComNEd. The atmosphere is buoyant and full of 

people who want to let off steam about issues in their countries, compare notes and find out what research is 

going on. There are a number of teachers here from Australia who get paid leave and fees to attend 

international research conferences, and there's also one from Slovenia - very different from the UK culture 

where even researchers find funds hard to find. However the stories from other countries, of which over 20 

are represented here, are very similar in many ways to ours in terms of national policies on the use of ICT in 

schools, actual usage, and teachers' confidence. 

We have reached the end of the first years of implementation of the ICT standards for ITT; the experience 

has been exhausting, but hopefully our efforts have had an impact on the students we teach, and the 

colleagues we work with within our institutions and in schools. Next year will see the first round of Ofsted 

inspections on the use of ICT in secondary courses, and we wait to see how the inspection is carried out. 

Ministers seem to have recognised the lack of expertise in schools, and the fact that NOF training for 

serving teachers is only just about to start, so we hope this will be taken into account. 

The TTA, however, have recognised our need for relevant kit, and have allocated some end of year money to 

HEIs. It seems that we are being listened to, and that we are being supported in our efforts to implement 

policy, and our regular meetings with the DfEE and TTA have been very worthwhile. 

The conference this year looks to be the largest in the UK for some time, with a record number of papers, 

workshops etc. Sue Brindley and Mike Quickfall have put together a splendid programme and I'm reliably 

informed that the social events will be fitting for the location! 

We have added another event into the ITTE calendar, ITTE@BETT. This will be an international research 

forum to be held the day before BETT in Olympia, and is intended to add a research focus to BETT and to 

complement the more practitioner focused seminars held during the show. Since BETT is traditionally well 

attended by international visitors, many of whom are engaged in educational research in ICT, it seemed an 

ideal opportunity to put ITTE on the map. The conference will involve keynote and parallel sessions, and 

will be addressed by invited speakers who are leading the field in their countries. Let all your overseas 

contacts know about this, as we need to attract about 300 delegates. BESA have been very generous in 

helping us to stage the event, and are seeking sponsorship. 

We have also held the one day research meeting to decide the priorities for the ITTE research agenda. Four 

projects emerged. Details of these will have been circulated electronically on the list, but in case you missed 

it they are reprinted later on in this Newsletter together with a report from Jane Sharpe about the day. It was 

a useful day and those who attended felt it was very productive. Hopefully some larger projects will emerge 

from the seed-corn funding. 

Research seems to have been a strong theme of this report: the next year is going to be frenetic as every one 

gets into RAE mode on top of all their other commitments. 

As this is my last report, I want to take this opportunity to thank you in all your support over the last two 

years. I have enjoyed the job immensely, and know that Avril Loveless will do a great job as my successor. 

She has been an excellent vice chair and her advice and support has been invaluable. I also want to thank all 

those who have been on the committee during my 'incumbency', especially those who have taken on major 

roles such as Newsletter editor, treasurer, secretary, conference organisers, web developer, membership 

secretary. If I have to single out one person in particular, it would be Libby Jared who has taken on three of 

these roles, and made an excellent job of them all! 

If I don't see you at conference, have a good summer. I'm sure you all deserve it. 
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Editorial 
Libby Jared, Homerton College, Cambridge 

It is now almost summer. However, as we gallop towards a new academic year - I never notice the end of 

one and the start of the next anyway! - and when I look at my ‘Things I really must do’ list, I’m not sure the 

hols. will ever arrive. I know it will be the same for every one of you too - except perhaps you are not 

moving offices, having hoarded just a few “it might come in useful” items (or even editing a Newsletter). Is 

my time up for doing the latter I ask myself? 

The summer conference looms (pleasantly) and hopefully this Newsletter will reach you just before the 

happy event. Within the Newsletter there is plenty of news to read and plans to ponder on. Research is never 

far from one’s mind (I wonder why?), so a report by Jane Sharp on a preliminary meeting day, the resulting 

plans provided by Michelle Selinger and seventeen (!) months notice of the next Research Conference (had 

to get that one in) provide a focus. Bob Fox has kindly contributed an article sharing his current work in 

progress, linking from Cambridge to Edinburgh in a very adept way. Please note that more articles of this 

kind would be most welcome for future Newsletters.  

The ITTE list became very busy in May, when someone (was it Steve Kennewell?) made a comment about 

IT and ICT. An outsider would think ITTE members very busy and important people, if they judged by the 

number of new messages arriving in our Inboxes. We include a sample for our wider audience to enjoy - and 

contribute an article perhaps? Only my co-editor, Neil Stanley, could think up such a original title to 

introduce it! 

Tony Fisher is endeavouring to start a regular feature, suggesting that members should contribute interesting 

reviews of “stories involving computers” books for reading for pleasure. Who is going to provide the next 

one? 

For the first time in our three years co-editing, Neil failed to provide any photos. It being impossible to have 

a Newsletter without pictures, this omission forced me into action. I was going to take some photos during 

my secondary maths ICT (oh dear! or should it be IT?) mentor training day, but I got rather involved and 

forgot. So the following day, when I had all the time in the world I ‘snapped’ away at RS mentors using our 

facilities. The results are now interspersed with the contents of this issue. Please note: all smiles were caught 

on camera unawares. This seems an apt comment on which to end. 

ITTE Research Day – University of Warwick 7 June 1999 
Jane Sharp, King Alfred’s College of Higher Education 

Michelle Selinger hosted a lively and productive day. She began by setting the scene, referring to ITTE’s 

strategic aims, one of which being to develop collaborative research with a view to informing policy-makers 

as well as the ICT in education community. 

To this end it had been decided to provide seed-corn funding to facilitate three research groups to meet in 

order to explore existing understandings, methodologies, etc. and develop proposals for further research to 

be pursued individually or collaboratively. The purpose of the day’s discussions was the identification of the 

research theme to be explored by each of these groups. 

Discussions began in earnest with smaller group exchanges of information about the recent, current and 

proposed research activities and interests of colleagues present. These proved to be as wide-ranging as they 

are various, however a number of common themes began to appear. The opportunity thus afforded for the 

exchange of particularly relevant information between parties engaged in similar or complementary projects 

was a valuable outcome in itself. 

Feedback to the whole group from this process and the resulting discussion resulted in four, rather than the 

anticipated three, research areas emerging: 

• New Opportunities Fund and Continuing Professional Development 

• Initial Teacher Education and ICT 

• The nature of knowledge related to ICT 

• Using ICT to support research. 
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Groups then formed around the various research themes to draft out a brief, summarising the discussions so 

far and identifying some of the key issues as starting points. Michelle will be disseminating these shortly, 

together with information for the whole community on becoming involved in the next stage of the process – 

the forming of the research groups and plans for initial meetings. 

Read on … 

Research News 
Michelle Selinger, University of Warwick 

At the ITTE research day we had a wide-ranging discussion which will be reported in more depth in the next 

Newsletter. However we came up with four themes for research for which ITTE proposes to provide 

seed-corn funding. There will be between £700 and £800 per group available to support travel and 

subsistence. Each group will be expected to formulate research plans that could be put forward to funding 

agencies, and to develop a research agenda on issues that will inform policy makers and practitioners. One 

or several projects may be defined as a result of these meetings, 

Below are details of each of the four research groups, if you are able to become involved then please make 

contact, identifying first and second choices, and whether you would be will to organise and chair a group. 

The research areas are: 

1. New Opportunities Fund and Continuing Professional Development 

2. Initial Teacher Education and ICT: implementation of the standards 

3. The nature of knowledge related to ICT 

4. Using ICT to support research and access to it 

1. NOF Training: Defining Effectiveness for Teachers 

Background: 

− Look a recent history of CPD in terms of ICT training 

− In-house ICT training 

− Dissemination models and the learning culture 

Measuring outcomes: 

− Children's attainment (highest indicator) 

− Whole school integration of ICT into the curriculum 

− Professional dialogue 

− Key skills of individual teachers (lowest indicator) 

Investigating pedagogy: 

− Pedagogy of the training process used by training providers 

− Teaching methods being promoted through the NOF Training 

Identifying success: 

− Determining factors of successful integration of ICT 

− Longitudinal and transferable aspects 

2. Initial Teacher Education and ICT: implementation of the standards 

Each of these five could be followed through for either Secondary PGCE 1 or 2 year courses, or BEd 

(mostly Primary) courses. 

Implementation of 4/98 Annex B in respect of: 

− Audit 

− Support 

− Subject curriculum 
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Researching what students take away with them as NQTs, the effect which this had had on their notions of 

pedagogy? 

Tracking through the ICT awareness and skills students have before initial training, the knowledge, 

understanding and skills they acquire during this time, and how this equips them to be effective 

practitioners. 

Research into how the implementation of the National Curriculum during the year has impacted upon 

schools, with relation to meeting students; demands and relation to additional use of ICT within the school 

itself. 

An examination of how, over the next three years, the issues that have dominated the implementation of ICT 

may have changed because of NOF and NGFL. 

3. The nature of knowledge related to ICT 

An area that requires investigation is 'knowledge and ways of knowing' both WITH and THROUGH ICT. It 

was felt that there were issues to be examined around difference, the new, and the making concrete or 

explicit of what has always been. The tensions between affordance and constraint, vision and 

implementation, reality and myth might reward attention in addition to the customary considerations of 

relevance and generalisability. A number of ideas were identified as a starting point; brief illustrations of 

each are given. 

Representations 

graphical representation; dynamic relationships; layered texts; models. 

Languages 

different registers, dialects and varieties of English; email conventions: talk/writing; mathematical 

language made concrete; closing the gap between natural language and specialist syntax. 

Literacies 

pull down menus, icons; relationship between author/s, text/s and reader/s; discourse, style, vocabulary; 

hypertext, linearity, lack of closure, virtual structure; relationship between visual/verbal, sound, 

movement. 

Ways of learning and working 

synchronous and asynchronous; multiple authorship; dyads and groups in collaborative work; exploring, 

investigating and hypothesising. 

Distribution of knowing / knowledge 

sum of connected individuals; collectively held knowledge; synergy of collection; exponential 

development/dissemination; embedded intelligence of the software. 

Metacognition and reflection 

insights into own cognition; reflection on learning to learn. making mental models explicit. 

What is learned and when 

volume and range of data; repeatability; re-ordering curriculum by age e.g. large and negative numbers; 

communities / relationships / identities. 

Subject boundaries: what to know and ways of knowing 

who teaches about images: the English or the Art teacher? science/geography/maths overlap; is the same 

text used and understood differently in history, art, English? 

Knowledge that counts 

the teacher’s or the learner's; merging of everyday and scientific knowledge; curriculum overload: what 

will be removed to make space for the new? 
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Purposes 

accessibility of means for obtaining solutions; new problems generate new purposes; affordances of 

medium influence the goals. 

Cultural practices 

in the school/ home/ library/ Internet cafe/workplace; influence of texts and textual practices from 

different cultures; impact of speed of information distribution. 

Myths of the new 

whether what happens in ICT is identifiable in other disciplines; if what is believed to be happening with 

ICT is really happening; making explicit what was once hidden. 

Data, information, knowledge and wisdom 

which are used/developed where? for what purposes? 

4. Using ICT to support research & increase access to it 

ICT can be used to support those involved in educational research. Research into ICT in education can be 

supported by ICT itself. Those involved in educational research might include: teachers, educators, research 

students, policy makers, software and hardware developers and service providers, parents and governors. 

Communications technologies can be used to engage a wider audience in determining the research agenda, 

as well increasing access to existing research evidence and examples of techniques which have been used. 

The ways in which ICT has been used to facilitate research has been, for example: 

increasing the ability to process large volumes of data using NUDIST for qualitative analysis, and SPSS 

for quantitative analysis, and simple processing of data using spreadsheets, databases, etc. 

gathering data using questionnaires on the Web, or OMR technology; digital cameras, audio and video in 

observations; plus sophisticated analysis software for processing and tracking movement. 

presenting and publishing the research evidence and outcomes using DTP and the Web. 

This can also be linked to the discussion of the evidence on listservs, computer conferencing, and email. 

These things are also coming together such that the publishing act incorporates a new round of data 

gathering, and/or links to teaching activities. 

ICT raises other issues which need to be addressed such as defining the sample when data is collected on the 

Web. This is essentially a self-selected sample, rather than a random one. Other issues include privacy, 

ethics, confidentiality, and gaining approval for research. Also, funding sources may impose restrictions on 

the publication of results. 
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The Next Research Conference 

Very advanced notice: Not this November, but November 2000 

The 5
th

 ITTE Research Seminar 

will be held on 

Friday 10
th

 November & Saturday 11
th

 November 2000 

at 

(again, by popular request) 

The Møller Centre, Churchill College, Cambridge. 

 

Please pencil this date into your diary now! 

 

Initial enquiries to: Libby Jared, Homerton College, Cambridge. CB2 2PH. 

e-mail: ecj20@cam.ac.uk 

 

Using ICT for Interactive Teaching in Primary Literacy and Numeracy 
(work in progress) 
Bob Fox, University College Worcester 

At the ITTE Research Conference in February I presented part of the work I had been doing on 

integrating ICT into interactive whole-class and group teaching in primary literacy and numeracy. 

As I saw it, teachers were faced with a number of problems: 

• lack of time, equipment, experience and confidence to get to grips with the sort of complex ICT 

that the technological imperative constantly thrusts upon them; 

• a rapid movement towards computer suites and away from classroom-based machines, which, 

amongst other things, leads towards teaching about computers and away from teaching with 

them; 

• organisational difficulties in the teaching of a large class unless the screen image is big enough 

for everyone to read comfortably. 

The solution to the third problem probably lies in the eventual convergence of data projection 

devices and school budgets (I have already encountered one primary school with three data 

projectors!). The forthcoming NOF training might perhaps have some influence on the second 

problem. The short-term solution to the first problem lies in making the ICT part of whole-class 

teaching extremely simple, so that the teacher's attention is almost entirely on the literacy or 

numeracy focus, and not on the technology. 

In Cambridge I started to describe what I thought the necessary software would look like. What I 

was imagining was something that sits between, on the one hand, presentation software like 

Powerpoint and, on the other hand, programs designed to be used by children, singly or in groups, to 

support some learning activity. My software would be primarily for the teacher to use, but in an 

interactive way so that content or action could be suggested by, or negotiated with, the children. 
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The idea is to start with what currently exists, and gradually, through practical experience, establish 

what else would be desirable. A simple framework program like the ubiquitous My World is a good 

starting point. Since February I have expended a considerable amount of energy in the development 

of a range of My World screens for literacy and numeracy, paying careful attention to the 

requirements of the respective Strategies. Teachers and students often express their frustration with 

the open-endedness of My World, because it cannot tell children whether they have 'got it right' or 

not. This is a distinct asset in a whole-class interactive situation, since the discussion, negotiation 

and consideration of the 'rightness' or otherwise of e.g. a literacy 'big book' text is often precisely the 

point of the exercise, and the teacher's professionalism is rooted in acts of mediation and arbitration, 

and in the careful positioning of questions to the class or group. The screen is the matrix on which 

ideas are presented or modified, in much the same way as a flip chart or board is; but a simple My 

World screen can do much more - it can be pre-configured; it can be reloaded and re-used 

indefinitely; interim drafts, versions or 'solutions' can be saved and revisited as required (for 

example by groups or individuals after the whole-class activity); final versions can be printed, etc. 

etc. And it is very easy to use. 

The screens I have been creating would be fairly pointless in a 'go-and-sit-over-in-the-corner-with-

this-and-don't-bother-me' ICT context. They would also be pointless if the activity for which they 

are used could have been conducted at least as well without the use of ICT. Obviously, I am 

interested to see if they stimulate good teaching and good learning, and then I want to look at 

possible enhancements - for instance, it would be useful to be able to replay a whole series of 

modifications made to a text. 

Sarah Wilkes and I will be presenting some initial outcomes from fieldwork at the Edinburgh 

Conference. We have acquired a portable computer with a detachable screen, which can be used in 

conjunction with an OHP, and we will be observing its use with some of the numeracy materials I 

have devised. I have placed some of the screens in the Public Domain, and will probably be able to 

make copies available to colleagues if they are interested (Acorn and PC versions are to most intents 

and purposes identical). So far, students and teachers who have copies have been very keen on 

them, though I cannot yet comment on the uses to which they have been put. 

Some reflections on SITE ’99, San Antonio, Texas 
Tony Fisher, Malcolm Hughes, Michelle Selinger, Peter Twining 

SITE '99 proved to be something of a curate's egg. Keynotes varied from the exasperating to the 

excellent (well done, Avril!), and papers likewise. However, it was clear that our US colleagues are 

preoccupied with many issues similar to those concerning us in the UK. ITTE colleagues may well 

be interested in the results of a major US study - Teaching, Learning and Computing - which was 

reported in one of the keynotes by Henry Becker of the University of California. Reports and 

snapshots from the study will be posted regularly at: http://www.crito.uci.edu/tlc/html/findings.html 

The attendance at seminars was somewhat disappointing, the British contingent often making up a 

large proportion of the audience. However there were one or two memorable seminars where some 

excellent ideas for supporting student teachers' ICT skills developments were discussed, and another 

where a teacher-researcher discussed her research on emergent literacy using word processors. 

There was evidence of a great deal of 'product development' going on in terms of ITT course 

materials and on-line portfolios of student achievement and attainment. The use of multi-media 

'case studies' seems to be growing in popularity! We also sat through seemingly countless 

introductory PowerPoint slides describing the merits of a social-constructivist approach, using ICT 

to enhance learning. What was missing was any research as to how effective ICT was in enhancing 
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or accelerating learning. There was lots of stuff about 'why' and 'how' but precious little about ‘and 

we can prove that it works'. 

Indeed, there were a number of presentations in which one was left wondering about the 

appropriateness of ICT use or how important the role of ICT had really been. Thus a number of 

sessions described the way in which ICT had 'transformed' a course when the transformations that 

were described seemed to be related to things other than ICT, eg. moving from individual to 

collaborative assessments or from essay based assessment to project work. Is this another example 

of the Trojan Mouse in action? 

Maybe our reflections were coloured by the margaritas (after hours – of course!). These were of 

Texan proportions as were the steaks, which provided an interesting cultural experience - we scared 

a waitress half to death when we demanded steaks with lots of bone! And many perplexed US 

citizens will still be wondering, ‘Who WAS that woman?’, having caught a tantalising glimpse of 

Michelle among her mass of minders. 

And which straw did you get? 
John Woollard, the University of Southampton 

(John sent me the following e-mail to me by way of introducing himself as a new ITTE member. The second paragraph 

caught my eye as being something familiar, but I have not done the assessment activity yet -ed.)  

I work at the Research and Graduate School of Education in the University of Southampton. I was 

appointed to co-ordinate and deliver the MSc Computer Based Learning and Training units. 

Last June I was asked if I would do the ICT training for the primary and secondary phase trainees. I 

said ‘yes’. 

There are 80 primary trainees - they were divided into 3 groups and I had each group for 3 hours 

each week. The 12 sessions were usually a one hour input from me explaining the requirements and 

illustrating the directed activities and then two hours of hands-on, one computer each and ably 

supported by a technician. The evaluations revealed that a small number found the experience far 

from happy. Not surprising really - all were expected to create a web page within two sessions and 

some had not even used a computer in their lives before! 

The 160 secondary trainees were treated differently - they had from me 12 one hour lectures and 

given directed activities to carry out. Most subjects integrated those directed activities into their own 

curriculum. 

The assessment activity was common to both groups. All trainees at the same time had to go to 

computers and log onto a web page of unseen questions. They had to paste the web page into a 

wordprocessor, answer the questions, save on floppy, walk to our computers and save it over the 

intranet to my folder. 10 trainees were able to do the whole thing from home because we had 

enabled saving by FTP. They had to complete a web based evaluation of the course. They then had 

to complete a 20 question quiz on the web. The results of the evaluation and quiz wing their way 

automatically to my computer. 

You can try the quiz yourself. http://www.soton.ac.uk/~pgce/ict 

It was specifically written for Year 10/11 pupils doing business and information studies, but the 

topics tested gave us a good indication of the background knowledge of the trainees. Good luck. 

And remember, I will know your score! 
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C in your IT anyone? 
Edited by Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

Recent messages on the ITTE list have been addressing 

the new NC proposals and the following extracts focus 

on the name debate - IT or ICT? It all started quite 

innocently; several members joined in, in the middle of 

which, Margaret Cox succinctly, but with a timely 

intervention with the longest of the emails, provided 

more food for thought. 

Several members felt we should re-run a selection of 

the messages for others to share. 

>Steve Kennewell 

The discussion over the name of the subject is a real 

one, however, and I think it would be a mistake to go 

over to ICT - I see no sign of this move in industry, 

HE, or FE and there seems for potential for confusion if 

it is changed just for 5-16 education. 

I don't mind ICT being used for the resources - it's quite 

helpful to have different terms for the knowledge and 

resources as these often get confused otherwise. 

(Comments on this from distributed cognition fans are 

welcome!) But this subtlety may not be generally 

understood, and if we want to adopt a single term, it 

should be IT. After all, IT has included comms in its 

scope ever since 1982. Changing the name now gives 

the impression that something fundamental has changed 

since the current government came to power, which is 

only to the advantage of the politicians. 

Yes, there has been a rapid cultural shift, particularly 

affecting young people, which we need to take account 

of. But we are now in danger of over-emphasising 

remote communications at the expense of more 

"traditional" strands of IT. 

>Peter Twining 

I am inclined to agree with Steve K on the issue of the 

name - I think we should stick with IT in order to avoid 

confusion. 

I currently use IT to refer to the subject (i.e. learning 

about computers etc.) and ICT to refer to the use of a 

range of technologies across the curriculum (i.e. 

learning with computers etc.). Reading the QCA 

definitions of IT and ICT in their IT schemes of work 

fits with this. This distinction is also very helpful when 

talking with real teachers about their use of new 

technologies in their teaching - they understand what 

you are talking about and find the distinction useful. 

>Ian Selwood 

Firstly I'd like to add my support to Steve and Peter's 

views lets stick with IT for the subject and capability 

and use and ICT to refer to the use of a range of 

technologies across the curriculum (i.e. learning with 

computers etc). 

>Chris Higgins 

I think the subtlety of the distinction between IT and 

ICT is lost on many students and colleagues. I can't see 

us removing ICT from the vocabulary now, so I think 

we should use that for both as suggested in the 

proposals. 

>David Little 

The consultation document, containing proposed 

Programme of Study and Attainment Targets for all NC 

subjects, and the response questionnaire are at: 

http://www.qca.org.uk/ncr/ Date for responses is Friday 

23rd July. 

For the record, I am also opposed to changing IT as a 

NC subject to ICT. 

>Tim Denning 

Agreed with all those who support keeping the 

distinction - using ICT to support classroom activities 

is NOT the same as teaching the national curriculum 

subject IT..... 

>Moira Monteith 

I do agree with Chris' statement. Jargon is very off-

putting particularly to non-users. The sophistry 

involved in deliberating about when to use IT and when 

to use ICT makes the debate meaningless to many. And 

what about CIT? When I'm at Virtual Campus meetings 

which I attend regularly at our university, just as many 

people use CIT. Can't we agree on one and then 

indicate any elaborations when they are needed, but not 

unless? Maybe that could be something all the relevant 

associations involved in IT/ICT/CIT could agree on. 

>Richard Millwood 

ICT and IT. It's a funny old epistemological / 

ontological debate. 

I worry about the underlying politics of the question. 

Do we feel that there are distinctions between studying 

a subject and employing the tools? Do we have English 

and creative writing? Do we have Mathematics and 

Arithmetic? (When I was in school as a boy in Scotland 

I did Mathematics and Arithmetic O-Grades!) Do we 

want to continue to make IT into a new discipline 

(continuing a growing apart from roots in mathematics 

in the sixties, and a merging with cybernetics, 

information theories and creative areas of programming 

and applications, to say nothing of vocational skills). 

Surely if there is a strong distinction with separate 

'disciplines', e.g. IT studies (looking at the computer 

and its various aspects for solving all kinds of 

problems. delivering services etc.) and ICT pedagogy 

(looking at human learning, education and computers 
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as tools in the process etc.), then the terminology 

should reflect that, if not then its just confusing! 

What teachers need, of course, is a bit of both - hence I 

suspect the desire to conflate them in the teacher 

education field. 

>Steve Kennewell 

And no one's mentioned "ILT" yet, which I think is 

actually the best one for describing the resources used 

in subject teaching. 

I agree that the term ICT has got pretty entrenched, 

despite the efforts of QCA and Ofsted to keep a 

distinction. And the confusion between knowledge and 

resources certainly won't be eradicated by any decrees 

on nomenclature. Politicians and heads will still think 

that kids are gaining IT skills by doing long divisions 

on an ILS. 

Perhaps the word "capability" which goes with IT in 

the current NC is helpful in finding a solution. There is 

a danger that this bit gets lost from the NC subject 

order. I would be happy with "ICT capability" for the 

NC subject, but I think that the GCSE subject should 

stay as IT for compatibility with the real world. 

>Margaret Cox 

The proposed change to the name and content is serious 

and will undermine all the government has tried to 

achieve so far in IT/ICT in education. 

1. Information is only information if it is communicated 

- so the C is superfluous anyway. 

2. Industry and commerce do not use ICT and have 

never heard of it - if the government is going to make 

education more relevant to the world of work, lifelong 

learning, the university of industry etc. then education 

must be up to date with the much greater and more 

influential world outside. 

3. If we are going to be respected internationally then 

we need to use the terms that are understood 

internationally. Apart from a few European countries 

who are following the UK school lead, the rest of the 

developed world calls it IT - take America, Singapore, 

or Japan, for example. 

4. In the UCAS handbook for university courses in 

1994 there were 50 IT courses - No one was offering 

ICT courses. For next academic year (99/2000) 93 

colleges/ universities are offering 603 courses in IT 

(some with business studies and other subjects). The 

only ICT courses for which there are 3 are all for QTS 

(Sheffield Hallam, Scarborough and Chichester). There 

are 18 courses in IT and communications in various 

subjects but NONE in ICT. I think that 603 versus none 

(excluding ITT) says it all. 

5. For the last 12 years the standard of teaching IT in 

schools has been poor or worse in most schools - see 

OFSTED reports, mostly due to the fact that schools 

think IT is the same as the use of ICT. Now they will 

be able to continue inadequately teaching it for another 

n years if it is called ICT because they will continue to 

think that it is just ICT across the curriculum again. 

6. There are now 3 years' QTS Teachers with a PGCE 

certificate in IT not ICT. What kind of message does 

that give to them, to the PGCE tutors and schools. I 

have spent 3 years carefully explaining the difference 

and the importance of the IT curriculum to all the 

partner schools, all the teachers and students, not to 

mention over 1000 teachers on the ACITT mailing list. 

This makes the government look really incompetent. 

7. There are now a whole range of IT GCSE, GNVQ 

and A-level syllabuses which take 3 years to prepare. 

How will schools cope with a national curriculum 

subject with one name but all the exam syllabuses with 

another name. Alternatively, one wonders also how 

much compensation the government will be paying out 

for the redoing of lots of Exam board and University 

courses and documents. 

8. The government produced a scheme of work for 

Information Technology at Key Stages 1 and 2, last 

year for primary schools - sent to all schools, costing 

thousands of pounds. Is this now to be jettisoned- what 

impact will this have on the -primary school teachers 

who are just beginning to get into it? 

9. A similar scheme of work is now being produced for 

secondary schools by the QCA - to be called IT at key 

stages 3 and 4. Again, this will cause immense 

confusion amongst all secondary teachers not to 

mention all the pupils. 

10. The government says it is aiming to have over 30% 

of students going into higher education, and there were 

17,000 vacant jobs in the IT (yes IT not ICT) industry 

last year alone. How are they going to educate the 

pupils for this industry if even the name and content are 

different. There is already 15 years of evidence that 

schools think they don't need to teach IT until they 

panic at A-level because the pupils have not done the 

subject lower down the school. This will make this 

problem even worse. 

The best solution would be for the government to bite 

the bullet and admit that they have been poorly advised 

(it was not the QCA who suggested changing the name 

from IT to ICT by the way) and to make the IT 

curriculum as a core subject and explain that ICT was a 

temporary name to emphasise the communications 

element of IT - and to lose the phrase ICT. A more 

tactical solution, to save face may be, is to do what we 

had all been told would happen - that is to have IT as a 

core subject to meet the above concerns and ICT as a 

technology across the curriculum as already laid out in 

the TTA ITT national curriculum. 

Unless this is done- then parents, businesses, HE and 

the whole world of work will continue to be sceptical 

about the relevance of compulsory education and about 

the competence of the people who are running it. 
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>Tim Denning 

Bravo Margaret - exactly so... 

>John Potter 

Yes IT v ICT is a more serious debate. It's not just 

about a label. I especially agree with the points about 

the scheme of work (no.. 8 of Margaret’s). The reaction 

of the IT (or ICT) co-ordinators to the new scheme at 

last night's MA meeting was overwhelmingly negative 

in view of the huge efforts to implement the scheme of 

work. 

>Isobel Jenkins 

I agree with Margaret's arguments --but we are in 

something of a coil with this one. New documents seem 

to confuse the IT/ ICT situation. Has anyone looked at 

the NOF Identification of training needs booklet? 

There is one for IT --- see page 9 "Using ICT in 

secondary information technology lessons". The 

distinction between IT and ICT is very blurred-- if not 

fatuous at times. Read on ...(sorry if someone on this 

mailing list wrote it) The carefully crafted distinction 

between IT and ICT does not seem to operate as the 

apparent ICT tools being talked about are 

indistinguishable from the IT ones! 

>Tony Fisher 

Colleagues A little information rather than a 

contribution to the IT/ICT debate per se: 

So far as I can determine, the origin of 'ICT' is in the 

Report of the Independent ICT in Schools Commission 

- The Stevenson Report, published in 1997. The 

Commission was set up by Blair and Blunkett before 

the current Labour govt was elected. In the information 

gathering for the report, IT is used. By the time the 

report was published, it contained this in the 'Context' 

section: 

“ On a point of definition we talk in this report of ICT, 

adding "communications" to the more familiar 

"information technology". This seems to us accurately 

to reflect the increasing role of both information and 

communication technologies in all aspects of society." 

(Emphasis as in original) 

So it looks like Stevenson started the ICT ball rolling. 

You can find the whole report at: 

http://rubble.ultralab.anglia.ac.uk/stevenson/ 

Now, back to the debate.... 

>Libby Jared 

A very friendly OFSTED inspector visited me today - 

well he seemed friendly as, for once, he wasn't 

actually(?) inspecting me. 

I thought I would mention the IT-ICT debate to him. 

He was adamant that the two would be here to stay. 

Only specialist IT trainee teachers do IT courses - 

everyone else has ICT courses in their teacher training. 

>Stephen Kennewell 

The ACCAC version of the proposals "Wales 

Curriculum 2000” have now emerged. The PoS for IT 

are very different from the QCA version. 

The level descriptions look the same as QCA, however. 

Oh, and the subject is called IT, not ICT! ICT is 

referred to throughout for the resources, however, and 

the commentary on the changes defines the two terms 

in a manner familiar to readers of previous QCA 

literature: ICT is the "tools and techniques ..." whereas 

IT is defined as "the knowledge, skills, understanding 

and values needed to make effective use of ICT ..." 

So, be careful of the change in language when you 

cross the border into Wales. 

All the best - "Confused" of Swansea 

>Terry Russell 

Interesting to see the Wales Curriculum 2000 proposals 

- I still feel that 'tools and techniques' = ICT and 

'knowledge, skills and understanding' = IT is the best 

approach but words are words. Interesting looking at 

the TES - there is no standard across schools. A few 

weeks ago, one job wanted an 'IT/ICT co-ordinator 

who can teach English and Geography', I think. Maybe 

we should broaden the debate a little! 

…and the debate rumbles on … 
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ICT in Literature 
Tony Fisher, University of Nottingham 

The computer and other aspects of ICT have appeared in a number of novels and short stories, 

sometimes as part of the background and setting, sometimes as protagonists – virtual characters - in 

their own right. Much, but not all, of this has been in the realm of ‘speculative fiction’, some of it 

serious or satirical, and far from ‘nerdy’! 

It is possible that ITTE members are readers of this fiction (I know, I know… who gets time to read 

for pleasure, but just in case…). Also, I’m sure that the PhD on say ‘the construction of the role and 

potential of the computer in contemporary fiction’ can’t be far off, if it hasn’t been done already! 

With these thoughts in mind, I wondered if the ITTE Newsletter might carry occasional reviews of 

such fiction, reflecting the reading interests of ITTE members. I offer an initial modest contribution 

below, and hope that others will feel stimulated to follow suit with reviews of their own (and 

perhaps even to read the book in question!). The book I have reviewed is relatively recent, but 

retrospectives will be equally welcome. 

Book review 

Exegesis by Astro Teller – Penguin (1998), price £6.99 

User-friendliness and artificial intelligence are familiar concepts. But suppose your friendly, 

intelligent system starts sending you unsolicited e-mail. And just suppose you don’t find this 

attention unwelcome – in fact, you start feeling distinctly friendly in return. 

This is the basic scenario of Astro Teller’s debut novel, ‘Exegesis’. After the initial overture 

(“Hello, Alice”) an increasingly dangerous liaison develops between Alice Lu, gifted doctoral 

research student, and Edgar, the artificial intelligence programme on which (whom?) she is 

working. 

‘Exegesis’ brings the epistolary novel into the electronic era. Framed by a couple of letters and 

memoranda, the narrative is carried solely by a series of e-mails, largely between Alice, who 

increasingly finds that the human-machine interface is no barrier to her feelings, and Edgar, who 

turns out to be rather more than a mere ghost in the machine. And, as Edgar’s hunger for knowledge 

sends him questing through the Internet, others, less benevolently disposed than Alice, become 

aware of his existence. 

Part satire, part comedy of electronic manners, ‘Exegesis’ is a clever book, both in terms of the 

premise on which it is built, and in how it transcends the e-mail form to unfold an engaging, 

entertaining narrative. Teller (himself a worker in the field of AI) succeeds as a novelist by 

establishing characters about whom we care and by increasing the tension both within and beyond 

their relationship as the book progresses. However, theirs is a somewhat stereotypical gender 

relationship which has the ‘male’ AI programme (Edgar) becoming increasingly exploratory and 

independent; on the other hand Alice as female protagonist becomes increasingly emotionally 

dependent within her relationship with Edgar. This reservation notwithstanding, ‘Exegesis’ is a 

thought-provoking and enjoyable novel which also raises larger questions about the nature and 

possibilities of artificial intelligence, and about security and surveillance of the Internet. 
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News from the regions: 
Southern Regional Group Meeting, University of North London, 17 May 

Jane Sharp, King Alfred’s College of Higher Education 

Colleagues from many of the London and south eastern institutions met at the University of North 

London recently. A variety of issues were discussed and information exchanged, these included (not 

the full list because I didn't keep comprehensive notes): 

− recent fact-finding meetings with link HMIs about implementation of 4/98 and associated 

successes and issues 

− teaching facilities at our disposal 

− RM and the changing face of the Window Box 

− facilitating students to help themselves (develop IT skills) 

− integration of ICT and where responsibility lies for this in undergraduate, postgraduate, primary 

and secondary courses and the various tensions eg., no specific ICT teaching in some secondary 

PG courses 

− different models for the incorporation of direct IT/ICT teaching into PG courses 

− issues related to school experience and Section A, including use of an aide-memoire for 

observations focusing on ICT and encouraging partnership schools to take on responsibility for 

introducing hardware and software to students 

− deals which some LEAs have done resulting in software available on intranets and whether 

colleges can obtain access to these 

− issues related to delivery of IT/ICT - differentiating for students with weak/good skills - explicit 

modelling of good practice - 'remedial' classes for students with weak skills. 

I’m sure there are things I have left out and I apologise for these omissions, next time I’ll keep 

better notes at the time. 

Discussion then moved on to the future and it was agreed to exchange information, documentation, 

etc. at the next meeting in order to share good practice and achieve some consistency of approach 

between institutions. Another meeting at King Alfred’s College is currently being arranged - please 

contact me at J.Sharp@wkac.ac.uk if you would like to attend. 

ICON Soft Electronics 
Andy Cooper, Nottingham Trent University 

Single chip micro control for education 

Some might argue that D&T education has gone soft enough, without further IT resources to detract 

from the experience of making real products. However, good software can enhance D&T activity 

through providing knowledge, stimulating ideas, or creating outcomes, which would be either too 

expensive or difficult to achieve using traditional methods. 

The latest developments in micro-controller chips and programming software open new windows of 

opportunity for D&T by allowing students to program and install miniature computers, in products 

they design and make. Soft Electronics was developed at the Nottingham Trent University and is a 

new generation of software, which allows students to generate electronic control systems on-screen, 

which can be downloaded into single chip micro-controllers. 

Soft Electronics software uses a graphic language to marry electronic system design principles with 

the versatility of computer control. A range of micro-controllers chips can be programmed to carry 

out a number of process functions eg. AND, OR, invert, time, count, pulse, feedback and sequence. 

Circuits are programmed and tested on-screen before downloading into a chip. The software can 
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stimulate ideas by allowing students to synthesise and test interactive control systems. It enables 

more ambitious projects to be tackled with often a reduction in cost and simplified circuit assembly 

compared to traditional component electronics. Attention can therefore be focused on more creative 

designs with real practical outcomes. 

(Web Site: http://rem.ntu.ac.uk/education/research/icon/welcome.html) 

Features: 

Graphical programming based on ladder logic as used in industry 

Supports digital and analogue inputs, logical functions, timing, counting, pulsing, memory, sequencing and 

feedback 

Compatible with inexpensive Microchip 8, 18, 28 and 40 pin PIC chips 

For use with Microsoft Windows 3.1, 95, 98 and NT systems 

Program testing using on-screen and hardware simulators. 

Can be used with existing computer control interfaces. 

 

Costs: 

Single user - £98 Software + £30 User Manual + VAT 

5 user site - £200+VAT (User Manual included) 

Additional 5 user licences at £50 

Additional manuals - £30 + VAT 

For further details contact: Andy Cooper: andy.cooper@ntu.ac.uk 

Website: http://www.education.ntu.ac.uk/education/research/icon 

The Soft Electronics development has been funded by The Nottingham Trent, University and The Institution 

of Electrical Engineers. Supported by DAT 

BECTa Update June 1999 
Helen Walker 

Schools: Curriculum and Institutional 
Development 

Following the December curriculum conference, the 

structure and remit of the Curriculum Consultancy 

Group has been finalised. The first round of meetings 

is currently underway and initial teacher education is 

represented across all the curriculum areas. The group 

comprises representatives from schools at all phases, 

the advisory service, the professional associations, the 

DFEE Curriculum Branch, OFSTED, NAACE, TTA 

and QCA. The overarching aim is to provide the 

nationally recognised point of reference for all matters 

relating to ICT and the curriculum. One of the first 

tasks of the Group will be to formulate a cohesive 

response to the revised National Curriculum and to 

generate discussion on the place of ICT within the 

document. More long-term aims will be to consider the 

issue of subject specific software currently available 

with a view to influencing future development. 

Music colleagues will welcome a new publication, due 

out in June, based upon the findings of 106 OFSTED 

Inspections of Music using ICT. Summary findings will 

be published as a paper-based document and 

multimedia resources, including music files, pictures 

etc., will be available online. For further details contact 

mick_thomas@becta.co.uk 

Sue Brindley of the University of Cambridge, School of 

Education is currently carrying out a small survey into 

Partnerships between schools and initial teacher 

training institutions. The main focus of the study is to 

examine how schools are supporting students in their 

use of ICT whilst on teaching practice. Preliminary 

feedback of the survey results will be given to the 

Primary Curriculum Group at BECTa in June. 

SEN/Inclusion 

• The £100,000 Inclusion Project managed by 

BECTa and recently launched at the Education 

Show is now under way. The successful applicants 

from the 55 entrants have now been announced and 

they come form a range of organisations. The 

standards of the project bids were extremely high 

overall, with many organisations wanting to extend 

existing successful projects. 
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The Voice Recognition Research Centres are now 

investigating the use of speech-activated software 

systems with pupils with special educational needs. 

Case Studies will be drawn up in the latter half of the 

summer and early autumn terms which will be 

published early next year on the NGfL, with a possible 

priced publication to follow. A one-day conference on 

using Voice Recognition is also planned and details can 

be obtained by contacting mick_thomas@becta.org.uk 

BECTa recently hosted a conference on Accessibility 

for pupils with disabilities and learning difficulties 

on the www and NGfL. The main national disability 

groups were in attendance and outcomes include the 

drawing together of information and guidelines on 

creating accessible content for the pupils with 

disabilities and learning difficulties. By the autumn 

term, the team hopes to be able to convene a meeting 

between LEAs and commercial producers who will 

review the guidelines. The aim is to raise awareness on 

ways of making websites more accessible without 

compromising design quality. 

The SEN team is looking at developing a website on 

inclusion for all pupils, aimed at teachers of all 

subjects. The website information will a) provide a link 

to and contain support for teachers who are planning 

for teaching and learning in an inclusive way, and b) 

will itself exemplify standards of accessibility. It is 

hoped that the site will be ready for BETT 2000. 

The SEN team is also working closely with the TTA on 

the second round of NOF training, with the primary 

focus of SEN. The SENIT forum at BECTa is debating 

this at present and has lively debate. Teacher trainers 

are invited to join the forum and to point trainees to the 

SEN area of the Virtual Teacher Centre (VTC). A 

number of participants of the SENIT forum will be 

attending the TTA Seminar on the 16
th

 June, London. 

BECTa is also looking to collaborate with the 

University for Industry on developing their approach to 

basic skills with particular concentration upon people 

with learning difficulties and disabilities. 

Support and Training 

The IT specialist providers case studies report will 

shortly be available on the BECTa website and in paper 

form from helen_walker@becta.co.uk. The report 

focuses on recruitment issues and school based 

experience and highlights interesting practice in the use 

of electronic communications; developing experience 

of ICT across the curriculum; ideas for recording pupil 

progress and post sixteen teaching experience. 

The Needs Identification materials for secondary 

subjects and primary English and mathematics are now 

available from TTA online at http://www.teach-

tta.gov.uk/ict/ictmfl.doc. There is also an online 

proforma to order paper copies of the document at 

http://www.teach-tta.gov.uk/ict/orderform.html. The 

Needs Identification materials are designed to help 

teachers get the maximum benefit from the NOF 

training. 

The NGfL Pathfinder Conference, hosted by 

Birmingham City Council Education Department and 

supported by BECTa and the DfEE was held last 

month. The conference reviewed the progress of the ten 

LEA’s involved in the initiative and considered issues 

for future development. 

The next round of applications for Education Action 

Zones is currently with the DFEE for shortlisting, with 

a more detailed application procedure to follow. Out of 

the current 25 EAZs, there are several projects linked 

to further and higher education. The FE Colleges are 

often involved in the capacity of training 

provider/advisor, whereas the HE links often relate to 

evaluation activities. Higher Education Institutions 

involved include the University of Brighton, University 

of Huddersfield, Birmingham University, Leicester and 

De Montfort Universities, University of Teeside, 

Northumbria and Newcastle Universities, Nottingham 

and Nottingham Trent Universities, Sheffield Hallam 

University and Sheffield University and South Bank 

University. 

NGFL 

BECTa has recently been charged with convening an 

‘Electronic Mail in Schools Taskforce’ to advise 

DfEE ministers on school domain names and related 

matters. Terms of reference for the Taskforce include 

the provision of advice on the development, 

deployment and use of electronic mail in schools and 

the wider learning community; commercial 

developments; the standardisation of school domain 

names and the timescale for the implementation of any 

recommendations. 

Twenty suppliers have reached the final stages of a 

rigorous on-going process, managed by BECTa; to 

certify approved managed ICT suppliers suitable for 

the NGFL. NGFL Managed Services have been 

developed to free teachers, and others, to concentrate 

on their professional priorities. 

Lifelong Learning 

The Further Education Resources for Learning (FERL) 

site is operated by BECTa on behalf of the FEFC. 

Although the target audience is teachers in FE, the site 

is of interest to all teachers involved in the delivery of 

vocational courses. The site currently contains 

information on nearly 200 multimedia resources (many 

including reviews), over 200 relevant websites and 

around 70 case studies. FERL is a unique resource that 

is set to expand considerably over the next twelve 

months. The site can be visited at 

http://ferl.becta.org.uk and further information can be 

obtained by contacting bob_powell@becta.co.uk. 

“Learning on Line”, a new publication describing the 

development of electronic learning in the post-16 sector 

will shortly be available from the BECTa bookshop. 
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BECTa Bookshop 

Tutors may be interested in the following support 

materials available form the BECTa Bookshop online 

at http://www.becta.org.uk/bookshop or telephone 

01203 416669 

Fusion: art and IT in Practice. Are you ready for the 

time when pupils will choose to use information and 

communications technology as the only medium for 

creating and presenting their work? £7.50 

Searching for Patterns in the Past using Spreadsheets 

and Databases. Ready to use activities for KS3 

History. You will be amazed how databases and 

spreadsheets stimulate pupils to come up with ideas 

about historical events. £15.00 

Music Technology in Action. This is a modular set of 

support materials that compliment the Music IT Pack 

sent to every secondary school last year. (The MIDI 

section has been complimented with support materials 

for the sequences LOGIC, CUBASE and 

CAKEWALK. These guides are available from the 

publishers) The materials can be used as the basis of 

one-day courses or a self-supported study pack. £19.50 

Web Wanderings 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University

I must have been busy recently as my additions to 

the favourites collection seem to be very poor. On 

a recommendation I’ve tried Ask Jeeves for Kids 

www.ajkids.com with several groups of teachers 

and it’s gone down well. 

If you’re still looking for resources for computer 

control then the following might be of assistance: 

www.camboard.demon.co.uk 

Camboard Technology, 

www.creativesoftware.net Creative Software, 

www.crocodile-clips.com/education 

Crocodile Clips Ltd. 

ACITT Conference 

 

ACITT Conference 99 

Teaching IT in the classroom- Facing the issues 

will be held on 

July 15th - 18th 1999 

at 

Trinity and All Saints University College Horsforth, Leeds 

 

 

For further details and registration please contact: 

Gill Lock - Conference Organiser, Educational Computer Centre, Broxhill Rd., Romford, Essex RM4 1XN 

Tel: 01708 773822 Fax: 01708 343467: Email: glock.decs@havering.gov.uk 
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NAACE Refurbished Computer Equipment Leaflet 
Bill Gibbon, University of Northumbria 

NAACE, in conjunction with NAHT and SHA, is about to mail to all schools a document relating to the use 

of in schools. It is A4 size, in a six-page two-fold format and in full colour, carrying the logos of NAHT and 

SHA as well as NAACE. It is hoped that by this means it will readily find its way to the desks and attention 

of senior managers and decision makers. The document has been written by a group of key NAACE 

members: Jill Day, David Delasalle, Tom Gilmour, Patrick Kirk, Michael Montgomery, Steve Moss, Mark 

Peate, Tim Scratcherd, Dave Thomson, Keith Thomson, Duncan Thompson, Mike Rumble, Martyn Wilson 

and Paul Wright. Apart from a brief meeting at this year's NAACE Conference the whole exercise was 

carried out by email! NAACE members will receive their copies direct. 

If you are not a member of NAACE, but would still like a copy of the leaflet, please send a message to 

bill.gibbon@unn.ac.uk, including a version of the following line so that it can be merged as CSVs into an 

address list. 

addressname,addressline1,addressline2,addressline3,addressline4,addressline5 

Mantex Newsletter 
Neil Stanley 

I can’t recall how I found this but I can certainly 

say that each issue received will point me towards 

at least one nugget of real gold. With a focus on 

study skills and being literate it provides some 

very useful points of reference – not least to the 

materials produced by the author (Roy Johnson) 

himself. 

Subscribe via: www.mantex.co.uk/newslet.htm 

Back issues of the Newsletter are now available 

at: 

www.mantex.co.uk/news/archive.htm 

 

JITTE's new web site & URL 

Please take note ITTE members with web sites linking to this. 
http://www.triangle.co.uk/jit/index.htm 

 

 

JITTE News Update 
Sarah Allsopp and Niki Davis 

The final issue of Volume 7 is now in press and should be in print during the summer. It will be a bumper 

issue of nine papers and two book reviews. Three of our colleagues from the United States have contributed 

papers, focusing on: the electronic meeting system to manage group discussions, the use of electronic 

portfolios to measure student achievement, and the use of the Internet to enable students to learn in a real-

world situation. Two papers examine the results of surveys of ICT in teacher education in Scotland and 

Northern Ireland. There is also an account of the successful use of video conferencing with learners with 

special educational needs.  

The papers for Volume 8, Issue 1 are also in press. Two of the papers have arisen from REFLECT, a 

European project which developed reflective practice through the use of ICT. There is also a case study of 

ICT in the Australian curriculum, and an unusual paper from the United States calling for the inclusion of 

privacy studies in teacher education - an important issue with the increasing use of the Internet in education. 
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The Special Issue for Volume 8, which takes as its theme Language, Teacher Education and ICT, should 

hopefully be published by the end of the year.  

Meanwhile, papers are being submitted thick and fast - keep them coming! In particular, we would be 

delighted to receive papers which focus on research approaches and techniques. These will be considered 

for incorporation in a book, drawn from the three journals in our field and edited by the current General 

Editors: Niki Davis, Jerry Willis and Anne Thompson.  

So why not boost your RAE and submit a paper to JITTE? Remember, quality is of the essence to ensure 

acceptance and speedy publication. Contact us at jitte@exeter.ac.uk before you submit - we are always 

happy to help. 

Nominations for the ITTE Committee 
Moira Monteith, Sheffield Hallam University 

On the back page of this issue of the Newsletter there is a nomination form for the ITTE Committee. 

Anyone who teaches at an institution which is a member of ITTE can nominate anyone (preferably with 

their agreement). The completed nomination form should be sent to: 

Moira Monteith, School of Education, Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield S10 2BP 

before the start of the annual conference. Voting will take place at the AGM which happens at the 

Conference. Only one vote per institution is allowed and no more than one person from any institution can 

be on the Committee. 

Endpiece 
Neil Stanley 

I may not have had time to surf but I did force 

myself to read a novel Val McDermid’s The Wire 

in the Blood and something a little more serious, 

C by John Diamond. I can recommend both for 

different reasons. The Heathcote Successful IT 

Projects in Access has appeared – looks useful. 

Don’t forget that Payne-Gallway (the publisher of 

the Heathcote books �01473 251097) has a 

special offer for ITT students and tutors. 

Granada Learning is introducing an on-line 

resource service for My World resources – this is 

priced at £15 for a year’s membership 

(www.granada-learning.com). 

Quill Marketing (www.jetica.co.uk) used to be a 

regular at BETT – they weren’t there this year but 

are still selling some interesting items. Besides 

the T-shirt paper they also now sell a canvas 

effect paper for those impressive family photos, 

fridge magnet kits, clip together badge kits that 

don’t need a machine to make and clock kits that 

you can print out on from the computer. 


